C: Convenience Gardeners

Mid-income professionals and
public sector workers with busy
lives in modest housing

9% of GB households
11% of garden retail spend
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About Convenience Gardeners
Convenience Gardeners in most respects are ‘average’.
They span the age groups, and tend to lead busy lives
with family and friends, and are on middle incomes.
Typically living in suburban 3 bedroom semis with
medium sized gardens, they spend (slightly) more than
average on their gardens. But they’re not keen hobby
gardeners, and what they spend on the garden tends to
be skewed towards leisure categories rather than
gardening categories.
Convenience is key for these shoppers, both in terms of
time spent finding out ideas for their gardens, and the
time needed to achieve a good look in the garden that
they can enjoy.
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= Convenience Gardeners

Where their garden retail spend goes

Reaching Convenience Gardeners
Convenience Gardeners are unlikely to go
out of their way to look for ideas for their
garden in the same way that keener
gardeners do. They rely on ‘easy’ sources
of information like friends and family and
the internet, and gardens in the
neighbourhood. They rely more on garden
centres’ web sites than they do their store
displays, which are visited only moderately
often. Above all, showing the ease of
achieving good results in a garden they can
enjoy is likely to chime with these shoppers

Garden leisure

29%

Garden care & tools

37%

Garden plants

34%

0%

Where they get ideas for the garden

Media ‘almost always’ read
Sunday Telegraph

DIY store staff/displays

1%

Sunday Times

7%

Garden centre staff/displays

3%

50%

8%

Gardening magazines

Observer

2%

Independent on Sunday

Gardening TV

1%

Sunday Express

2%

Mail on Sunday

4%

General gardening web site

7%

Social networking

3%

Friends

1%

Sunday Mirror

5%

The Sun on Sunday

5%

0%

23%

Gardening radio
7%

Sunday People

10%
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Family
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Garden centre web site
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Hooks

= Convenience Gardeners

Values, attitudes and motivations

The following are likely to appeal to
Convenience Gardeners in promotion
activity.

(% who agree. . .)
It's worth paying more for quality goods

56%

I'm comfortable or coping on my income

 Taking the time and chores out of
gardening
 Pre-planted or easy-to-achieve looks in
medium sized gardens
 Labour saving tools and devices
 Patio gardening
 Taking the pain out of lawn maintenance
 The garden as an easy-to-enjoy outdoor
room

70%

I try to cut water use at home

25%

It's important to respect traditional customs
and beliefs

63%

I like to understand nature

56%

I enjoy entertaining at home

43%

There aren't enough hours in the day

50%

I like taking risks

28%

I want to get to the very top in my career

25%

I take a great deal of pleasure in my garden

44%

0%

50%

100%

What’s in their gardens

Hobbies and interests

(% who have this in a garden)

(% who do regularly or belong to)

Children's play equipment

11%

Visit cinema > once a month

Greenhouse

10%

Watch <7 hours TV a week

11%

Watch >35 hours TV a week

12%

Shed

44%

Pond

9%

Members of RHS

Paving

35%

Patio/Decking

7%

Been to theatre in last year

17%

Trees

1%

Members of National Trust

32%

Vegetables

16%

16%

Crossword/Sudoku type Puzzles

12%

36%

Fruit

Gardening

20%

Flowers/plants

Baking

60%

Grass

50%

19%

Bird watching

65%

0%

17%

100%

3%

0%

Chart shows the % of all people in the segment who have this in a garden. To calculate the
figure for the proportion of garden owners in the segment who have something in their garden,
divide the figures above by the % who have a garden or allotment shown on page 1.
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General characteristics
15-24

Own/Buying their home

21%

73%

Retired

10%

Have children age 12 to 18

25-34

16%

35-44

17%

45-54

15%

26%

55-64

Have children age 11 or
under

14%

19%

65-74

Have grandchildren

50%

100%

The housing they live in
3%

4 bedrooms

6%

Over 75

17%

0%

5+ bedrooms

Age profile

1%

0%

25%

50%

Gross family income
Under £10,000

7%

13%

£10,000 to £19,999

3 bedrooms
2 bedrooms

15%

1 bedroom

25%

£20,000 to £29,999

20%

2%

£30,000 to £39,999
Flat

4%

12%

£40,000 to £49,999

Terrace

8%

32%

Bungalow

£50,000 to £74,999

7%

Semi detached

45%

Detached

12%

0%

25%
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6%

Over £75,000

3%

0%

25%
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